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The future of data is not just what is commonly termed "big data," but increasingly will be based upon
real-time data streams. The challenge for CXOs and managers is going to be centered on
understanding how to capture, manage, and drive value from these data streams.
As a society, we are all generating
vast quantities of data. For example,
our car signals how well we drive to
our insurance company, how the
engine has performed is recorded for
use by the manufacturer, and an RFID
pays our fees when we enter a
London congestion zone. But multiply
this by several million vehicles and
their sensors and soon the data can
get very "big," or "extreme" in nature.
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FLASH POLL
Managing the stream
Streaming data is now becoming so
large that companies need to
understand, manage, and integrate it
into their big data ecosystem. A
Original uploaded by Pais (transfered by Frysch)
Boeing airliner flying across the United
(Source: Wikimedia Commons)
States, for example, generates 240Tb
of data on its journey, which, for a
company such as American Airlines, with a fleet of 600, could easily pass 144 Petabytes of data a day.
The airplane is literally a data cloud in the clouds. Data can be relayed to the TSA for security; the FAA
for flight information; the airlines MRO at each end and vendors can be directly alerted to ensure a part
is available upon arrival if needed; customer systems such as arrival apps can be updated; and other
supply chain partners linked in, including caterers, fuel, and cleaners.
Immense streams
Data streams have the potential to be immense. "System S" developed at the Swedish Institute of
Space Physics to look at "Space Weather" generates 6 Gigabytes per second or 21,600Gb per hour -equivalent to all the webpages of the Internet. While this may seem extreme, other companies are
moving rapidly to mega if not yet extreme data status. Facebook's 600 million users spend 9.3 billion
hours a month on the site and the average user uploads 90 pieces of data. At Wal-Mart, 1 million
customer transactions are taken an hour. While Facebook and Wal-Mart's data is currently regarded as
more transactional in nature, the volumes are more akin to streaming real-time data. This is one of the
data transformational issues facing leading companies.
Amongst the primary drivers of streaming data are the technologies surrounding mobile platforms.
Smartphone ownership has reached approximately 4.6 billion, each of which creates their own data
stream, for example, spatial location data. All of this data has high potential value, either for making
more sales for the company, as an asset that can be sold, or as a data-as-a-service product offering.
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Tapping the streams, not collecting big data
Organizations must therefore not get fixated that big data is static, nor solely originating as manageable
data "feeds" from their traditional systems and social media in predictable ways. Rather, they must start
to think that they will be tapping extra-high volume data "streams," possibly beyond the company's
internal systems capabilities and even that of many third-party vendors.
Storing data at a rate of 21,600Gb per hour, as experienced at System S, thus becomes a question of
how to process that volume to capture the value without missing the nuggets of gold.
Two approaches are possible. One is to ramp up the datacenter, acquire big pipes to feed the data into
the server clusters, and manage the scale that way. This is nearly impossible to do, as it is like
damming a river to look for gold, at first it's OK, results can be produced, but eventually that dam
produces a lake so big and deep that the gold is hard to find. Looking for patterns in extreme data sets
by matching incoming data to the existing set in real-time is so computationally intense as to be
practically impossible.
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A second approach is to use data contextualization, a method developed by Jeff Jonas and data
scientists at IBM. In this approach, incoming data is matched through Meta knowledge to the existing
data set. While this is difficult at first, as the data sets are sparse and the connections therefore weak,
as data is added, this task becomes easier as there is more contextual knowledge in the data set and
the matching process actually speeds up rather than slowing down. This is a rather counterintuitive
outcome and one that will allow the pioneers in the extreme data space to gain a competitive advantage
over their rivals who build data dams to search for value.
It is worthwhile as we enter 2013 for CIOs and managers to start to consider the data streams within
their firms that can be tapped, and how much data they will produce at what velocity. Examples include:
trading systems, stock quote system, telemetry, and RFID data. In fact, any device connected to the
Internet of Things can potentially be the source of a data stream. The second step is to consider how all
these data streams connect, and what their contextual meta-data is that can be used to link them
together. The final step is to start to build business models that this data stream could, if tapped, start to
provide insights on, e.g., a parcel delivery routing problem, load balancing on a network for a telephone
company, or real-time inventory management.
Once the company starts to think of its data within the context and the problems that can be solved
through collections of contextualized streaming data, then a whole new dimension to the big data
landscape can be opened up and processes old and new leveraged to profitable effect. Early movers
are already experimenting with the technology, and so in order to keep up, this may be the time to put
this topic high on your company's "to-do" list for the first quarter of 2013.
Related posts:
• Welcome to the World of Openness & Big Data
• Stop Wasting Time on Visualization
• Big Sources: Sensor Networks Will Make Data Bigger & Cheaper
— Robert Plant, Associate Professor, School of Business Administration, University of Miami
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Keith.Grinsted, User Rank: Petabyte Pathfinder
1/30/2013 | 9:07:27 PM
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Re: You're scaring me...
I am not sure whether this should be islands or oceans of data?
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At least with oceans, assuming a bottomless ocean floor, we could imagine the depth of data that
could be held. With these extreme streams (I like the water analogy here!) of data where do you
see these going?
Does the corporate have to have the storage capacity to handle them or do you see them
heading off into the cloud (a good analogy for your airline example!)?
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Robert Plant, User Rank: Blogger
1/10/2013 | 9:20:45 PM

Re: You're scaring me...
Not to extend the analogy too far but what if the movie is one of those that has four ro more point
of views and you just sample one... could lead to sub prime outcomes. Big data sampling is not
simple and places a greater overhead on the system, but can be the only effective feasible
solution to extreme, endless data streams from instruments.
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Saul Sherry, User Rank: Blogger
1/10/2013 | 5:04:36 AM

Re: You're scaring me...
Wouldn't this just turn to the whole hypothesize, test and evaluate approach? If it fails you need to
examine more frames... of course there's a lot to be said for looking at enough frames to get it
right first time.
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Christian Prokopp, User Rank: Blogger
1/9/2013 | 3:23:13 PM

Re: You're scaring me...
Also to be considered in this case is simply sampling data or aggregating data early on.
Especially when it comes to sensor data the numbers quickly grow huge but the actual
information content is a completly different matter.
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Robert Plant, User Rank: Blogger
1/9/2013 | 1:50:06 PM

Re: You're scaring me...
You bring up an interesting question: can you judge an outcome from a frame in a movie or do
you need to watch the whole thing?
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legalcio, User Rank: Exabyte Executive
1/9/2013 | 10:57:00 AM

Re: You're scaring me...
So, @Robert and @Saul, are we looking at two distinct Big Data uses? Business (and,
presumably, the research sector, weather, science, etc.) can have a snapshot of information
based on real time streaming and adjust strategy accordingly, together with deep historical
information that can produce trend-related data.
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Saul Sherry, User Rank: Blogger
1/9/2013 | 10:42:58 AM

You're scaring me...
@Robert, we're only just settling into this idea of big data as an unweildy mess that we can
actually weild, and now you tell us the future isn't static?? Looks like the revolution in how
businesses regard their data will have to continue.
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